
REGISTERING WITH
AN UMBRELLA
COMPANY



Umbrella companies are

generally regarded as the easiest

payroll  method for temporary

workers to get paid –  but many

contractors do not know how

they work.  

An umbrella company is a PAYE

payroll  provider for contractors

and freelancers.  When registering

with an umbrella company,  you

become an employee of their

company and will  get paid via

PAYE – in the same way that you

would if  you were in a permanent

role.  You will  work for your end

client as normal but,  rather than

being paid directly,  payment will

be processed via the umbrella

company (responsible for making

the necessary deductions) ;  the

umbrella company may require

your time sheet also,  or your

agency will  send a remittance

slip to your umbrella company –

so that they know how much to

pay you. You will  then receive

your salary,  minus tax,  National

Insurance Contributions (NICs)

and a few additional deductions.  

 

There is  absolutely a

marketplace for Umbrella

Companies.  Despite bad press

and a common misconception

that umbrella companies are

confusing and sometimes

unethical ,  these companies are

solely and specifically set up to

process payroll .  Providing you

choose a compliant provider,

there is  nothing to worry

about.  One of the most

important things to note when

choosing a compliant umbrella

company,  is  that your take

home pay shouldn’t really vary,

with the exception of the

umbrella company margin.  

The only deduction on your

payslip that will  vary with

compliant providers is  the

umbrella company margin,  the

amount that the umbrella

company deduct to cover the

administration costs of

processing your pay –  this

margin is  typically between £10

to £30 per week.  The reason for

such a variance in fee will

come down to the additional

services that the umbrella

company provides above and

beyond the essential  service of

processing your payroll .  
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INITIAL CONTACT WITH
AN UMBRELLA COMPANY

Umbrella companies are generally

regarded as the easiest payroll

method for temporary workers to

get paid –  but many contractors do

not know how they work.  

There is  no restriction on

Contractors/Freelancers joining or

leaving an umbrella company,  and

they are free to do so,  as they wish.

There should only be deductions

when the payroll  has been

processed for an employee;

compliant umbrella companies shall

not make any additional deductions.  

 

In order to join an umbrella

company,  you will  need to provide

them with quite a lot of information

so they can process your payroll

legally ,  known as KYC (Know Your

Customer) .  Providing you have all

that is  needed, the process of

joining is fairly easy and can be

completed within one day.  

Once you have conducted some

research and found an umbrella

company that you’d l ike to join,

contact them to speak to one of

their staff  who will  be able to talk

you through their registration

process.  This opportunity will  al low

you to f ind out some more

information about how the company

operates and it ’ l l  also give you the

chance to ask any questions you may

have,  a prevalent question at this

point is  how your holiday pay is

calculated and processed, as an

example.

REGISTRATION PROCESS

It  is  a legal requirement for

umbrella companies to ask for in

depth,  personal information.  The

majority of umbrellas will  al low you

to register over the phone, however,

some may direct you to an online

registering process,  which can be

completed at your discretion.  The

following information is what

umbrellas will  require from you: 

·Full  name and D.O.B,   

·Home address,  contact number and

email  address 

·NI number 

·Bank name, Account number and

sort code 

·Assignment information including;

Role title,  rate of pay,  hours per

week and the end-client,  etc.  

·Recruitment agency information

and direct contact for agency

consultant 

·A signed copy of their  employment

contract 
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CONTACT US

To expand on the last bullet point,

once the initial  registration process

is complete,  you'l l  be sent a

Contract of Employment.  This is

because when you join an umbrella

company,  you become their

employee,  and they become your

employer.  Whilst this often conflicts

with the reasons that a

contractor/freelancer decided to

operate in this way,  it  provides the

ease of payment processing and

entitles all  umbrella company

workers to the statutory

employment rights,  as i f  they were

employed directly by the end client.  

Like with most legal contracts,  they

can be length and umbrella

company employment contracts are

no exception to this ,  however,  it  is

crucially important that you read

them thoroughly.  Providing that you

are happy with the contents and

terms of the contract,  the umbrella

company will  require you to sign

and return a copy;  you should also

sign and retain a copy for your own

records and future reference.

Here at Contractor Voice we want to

help you with any queries you may

have so don't hesitate to get in

touch with any questions you may

have.

@Contractor_voice @ContractorVoice @ContractorVoice


